Background and Purpose: Three mainstream strategies exist to detect the responses of regional cerebral blood flow to functional activation. We tested the significance of changes in raw regional cerebral blood flow data, regional cerebral blood flow data normalized by division by global cerebral blood flow (dependent model of the regional-to-global cerebral blood flow relation), and regional cerebral blood flow data treating global cerebral blood flow as a covariate (independent model). Both latter models attempt to enhance regional sensitivity by removing global effects. We examined the sensitivity and pitfalls of these three strategies in behavioral activation studies.
T he coupling of regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) to neuronal activity in normal cortical tissue'2 enables the study of functional brain anatomy by motor, sensory, or cognitive activation procedures.3-8Numerous studies have employed xenon- 133 clearance methods in behavioral rCBF activation studies in healthy subjects and stroke patients. 3'5'8-11 Straightforward data analysis is by detecting increases in raw rCBF in regions of interest (ROIs) between a control baseline or steady state condition and states of functional activation.34'2 The sensitivity of this approach is limited by the small magnitude of changes in regional activation compared with the larger interindividual variabilities of increases in global cerebral blood flow (gCBF) or metabolism. 6"13-15 To avoid the effects of global changes, two different models have been employed to remove gCBF variability from rCBF data in an effort to enhance the sensitivity of functional activation testing. Increases in rCBF during activation may be linked to gCBF, or they may be independent. Such theoretical relations are illustrated Figure 1 , if the fully independent model is valid, behavioral activation would increase the intercept of the regression line of rCBF on gCBF without changing the slope. In a fully dependent model, the slope would increase without alteration of the intercept.
Most studies intuitively adopt the dependent model to reduce rCBF variability. The rCBF is normalized relative to mean gCBF as the reference standard.17-19 Changes of this reference standard itself may confound such data analysis in cerebrovascular disease20 as well as in functional activation studies.'3"19 Friston et al16 have demonstrated focal blood flow increases by verbal activation that were independent of gCBF alterations and hence proposed the use of analysis of covariance (ANCOVA), treating gCBF as a covariate to separate local from global effects. Because global activity reflects the mean of all local changes, rCBF changes can never be fully independent of gCBF change. 16 Both the dependent and independent models thus have potential pitfalls that may seriously confound the interpretation of functional brain images.
We measured cortical rCBF responses to a standard visuospatial problem-solving task in normal volunteers using the intravenous xenon-133 clearance method. The purpose of the present study was to examine the sensitivities of any errors brought about by three mainstream strategies of data analysis in complex behavioral activation paradigms. These three strategies are 1) 24 Sensorimotor control experiments were also performed to ascertain that the rCBF increases were the result of mental processes and not of sensorimotor coactivation.24 Further details will not be given here because they do not pertain to the central purpose of this article, but the interested reader is referred to detailed descriptions of our methods. 24 The rCBF was measured by the intravenous xenon-133 clearance technique (Cerebrograph 32c, Novo Diagnostic Systems, Bagsvaerd Finally, rCBF/gCBF relations were studied in two exemplary right hemispheric ROTs having smaller (region F3) and larger (region P3) rCBF than gCBF increases. In both ROTs the regression of rCBF on gCBF at rest and during mental activation was graphically displayed and interpreted with respect to differences in the intercept and slope of the regression line between states, according to the theoretical model described in Figure 1 .
Results
Raw rCBF values at rest and during visuospatial problem solving are shown in Table 1 ; gCBF increased (p<0.001) during mental activation despite the fact that Paco2 decreased (p=0.019) and rCBF increased in every ROI examined. The rCBF responses were larger in postcentral ROTs T3 through 02 than in frontal areas, which agrees with previously reported results.3,9 Figure 4 shows two examples of the change in the rCBF/gCBF relation. In right frontal ROI F3, rCBF increases were smaller than the mean gCBF increases. During activation, the slope of the regression line decreased and the intercept increased compared with values during the resting state. In contrast, right parietal ROI P3 had rCBF increases that were larger than the mean gCBF increases. In this ROI, the slope of the regression line increased and the intercept decreased during mental activation. These findings correspond to the results of data analyses using normalized rCBF values and to the ANCOVA using gCBF as a covariate.
Discussion
Both gCBF and rCBF increased during visual problem solving using Raven Progressive Matrices despite decreases in Paco2. This finding indicates that there were two opposing effects on rCBF. Any reduction of Paco2 lowers rCBF and gCBF, but mental activation produces large rCBF increases in many ROIs, leading to a gCBF increase.
Comparing the four designs of data analysis, ANOVAs on raw rCBF values correctly identified ROls with maximal increases during mental activation. Inclusion of Paco2 as a covariate further enhanced the sensitivity of this data analysis design because it controlled for the drop in Paco2. ANOVAs on normalized rCBF values were less sensitive in ROIs having large responses during mental activation. More importantly, this analytical approach produced evidence of deactivation in ROls that in fact were activated. The opposite effect occurred using ANCOVA with gCBF as a covariate. High-response ROIs seemed to be deactivated and low-response ROls were identified as having highly significant rCBF increases. In summary, both strategies that attempt to control for gCBF fluctuations to enhance the sensitivity of rCBF data analysis failed to do so and, in addition, were misleading because they showed false deactivation in ROls that were clearly stimulated.
Failure of both the dependent and independent models to control for gCBF alterations must be due to 
